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KEEPING OUR BORO BRAINY

Friends of the
Metuchen Library

480 Middlesex Avenue Metuchen NJ 08840-1457 732-632-8526
$1HZ-HUVH\1RQ3URÀW&RUSRUDWLRQ

)DOO:LQWHU9ROXPH,VVXH
Annual Meeting and Author Event

It’s that time again! You’re invited to our annual meeting on October 15, 2013, at 7PM. After a short
business meeting where we will elect next year’s officers to the Friends Board, and the presentation of our
annual gift to the Library, we will be entertained (and informed) by two of our local Metuchen authors:
Nicole Chinchar and Rebekah Peeples Massengill. After their presentations, you will have a chance to
meet the authors, socialize with the Board and members, and enjoy some light refreshments.
Elections: all but one of our Officers and Trustees have agreed to continue to serve next year so we are
looking for nominations to fill the post of Vice-President (currently held by Bern Bransfield).
Friends Board
President
Sondra Flite
Vice-President
TBA
Treasurer
Alisa Schleif
Recording Secretary
Marilyn Silver
Corresponding Secretary Rosemarie Schwarzman
Trustees
,BSFO"MFYBOEFSt.BSZ,FBSOT,BQMBOt%PSPUIZ0CSPQUBt%PNJOJD8BMLFS
Author Event: Nicole Chinchar, writing as Nikki Bannister, has crafted a story of life, love, and the selfdiscovery that comes with approaching middle-age. Her debut novel, Some Kind of Jersey Girl, released in
January of this year and is available in paperback and ebook.
Rebekah Peeples Massengill is a cultural sociologist whose work has been published in scholarly journals
and national media. She has taught at Princeton and Swarthmore, worked for the Pew Research Center, and
DVSSFOUMZTFSWFTBT%JSFDUPSPG4UVEJFTBU.BUIFZ$PMMFHFBU1SJODFUPO6OJWFSTJUZ)FSGJSTUCPPL Wal-Mart
Wars: Moral Populism in the 21st Century XBTQVCMJTIFECZ/:61SFTTJO.BSDIPGUIJTZFBS BOEIBTCFFO
described by Library Journal as “first-rate sociology, deftly packaged to offer insight for both academic and
popular audiences.”
Both authors will do short presentations which will be followed by light refreshments and a chance to
meet the authors and purchase their books.
8FIPQFZPVMMKPJOVTGPSXIBUQSPNJTFTUPCFBOFOKPZBCMF BOEJOGPSNBUJWFFWFOJOH
~ Sondra Flite
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Keeping Up Appearances

Have you noticed the lovely gardens surrounding our beautiful library?
%BČPEJMT MJMZPGUIFWBMMFZ BOEJSJTJOUIFTQSJOHCMBDLFZFETVTBOT TFEVN BOEWBSJFUJFTPGIPTUB SFDFOUMZ
FOIBODFECZBDPOUSJCVUJPOGSPN1FOOZ4UBOLFXJD[ BOENPSFBMMTVNNFSMPOHNBHOJĕDFOUIPMMZJOUIF
XJOUFSEPHXPPETBOEXFFQJOHQJOFBUUIFMJCSBSZFOUSBODFBOETPNVDINPSFy"MMUIJTQMBOUMJGFOFFET
NBJOUFOBODFBOEUIBUTXIFSFZPVDPNFJO8FHBUIFSGPSBOIPVSPSTPGSPNUPAM, weather permitting,
to weed, plant, prune, and generally spruce up the gardens. It’s amazing how much we can get done in such
BTIPSUUJNF8FDIBU HJHHMF BOEHFUUPLOPXFBDIPUIFSXIJMFEPJOHBOJNQPSUBOUDPNNVOJUZTFSWJDF
8BOUUPHFUJOPOUIFGVO 1MFBTFMFBWFZPVSOBNFBOEOVNCFSBUUIFMJCSBSZTGSPOUEFTLBOEXFMMDPOUBDU
you.
And a Thank You

…work with the gardening:
The following people deserve a big thank you for their hard
%PSPUIZ 0CSPQUB  -PVJT ,VIO  ,BUIZ (MBTFS  #FSO #SBOTĕFME  (SBDF 4DIBDLOFZ  1BUSJDJB
-BHBZ 4POESB'MJUF +BOF1BMNFUFS 4IBSPO(PMENBOBOE.BSJMZO4DINFJE
~ Kathryn Glaser

From the Library Board of Trustees
.FMPEZ,PLPMBSFUJSFEUIJTTVNNFSBGUFSZFBSTBT%JSFDUPSPGUIF.FUVDIFO1VCMJD-JCSBSZ5IF#PBSEPG
5SVTUFFTXPVMEMJLFUPXFMDPNF"OOF.3PNBOBT*OUFSJN%JSFDUPS.T3PNBOCSJOHTXJUIIFSBXFBMUI
PGFYQFSJFODF"GUFSSFUJSJOHJOBT%JSFDUPSPGUIF1JTDBUBXBZ1VCMJD-JCSBSZ TIFIBTTFSWFEBT*OUFSJN
%JSFDUPSJO8BSSFOUPXOTIJQ 0ME#SJEHF BOE4QSJOHGJFME4IFXJMMBMTPCFBTTJTUJOHUIF#PBSEJOUIFTFBSDI
GPSBOFX%JSFDUPS

President’s Message

Buona sera! I’ve just returned from my imaginary trip around the world with Mango Languages. I followed
the link at Metuchen Library’s website at http://www.metuchennj.org, typed in my library card number, and
created an account. Now I can study a language—as quickly or as slowly as I want—from any computer I
like. I can also learn about the countries where these languages are spoken with another on-line resource,
"UP;8PSME$VMUVSF
I’ll never get around to using all the library’s online resources. So far, all I’ve learned is to say buona sera,
and reserve a book, but I’ll be learning more. Our society is built on the free exchange of information. As
people the world over seek the freedoms we enjoy, they also seek access to reliable information. Here in
Metuchen, the library’s online resources open the door to research that would have been impossible in a
small town a generation ago. Please, logon and join me in exploring the world in 2014. Arrivederci!
~ Sondra Flite, President

Can’t sleep? It’s never too late to make your tax deductible donation to the Friends, visit our website at:
www.fotml.org DMJDLPOUIF%0/"5&CVUUPO BOEVTFZPVSDSFEJUDBSEBOZUJNF EBZPSOJHIU

THANK YOU!
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ćF'SJFOETPGUIF.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZJTBNFNCFSTIJQPSHBOJ[BUJPO&BDINFNCFSEPOBUFTUIFJSBOOVBM
fee, and many also volunteer their time, to help the Friends. Volunteers work at the annual book sale, help
sort books for the year-round lobby book sale, plan and present the annual meeting, write and edit the
newsletter, serve on the Board of Trustees, and are stalwart supporters of our hometown public library.
These are just a few of the ways that our members are generous with their time, talent, and commitment.
Some members choose to distinguish themselves through giving a financial gift above and beyond their
NFNCFSTIJQGFFUPUIF'SJFOET(JęTGSPNUIFTFHFOFSPVT'SJFOETIFMQVTBDIJFWFPVSTIBSFEHPBMPGDSFBUJOH
a Metuchen Public Library that is a welcoming, attractive and engaging for users of all ages, with resources,
QSPHSBNT BOETFSWJDFTUIBUFOSJDIPVSFOUJSFDPNNVOJUZ8FXBOUUPTJODFSFMZUIBOLUIFGPMMPXJOH
Bernard Ackerman & Penny Frankel - Rajeev Aggawal - Bill and Nancy Ainslie - Karen Alexander
Hussain Safi & Tara Ali-Khan - The Artman Family - Lorraine Bachman - Swathy Bansal
Kayla Bashe & Family - Susan Bernstein+FOOFOF#FSUVDDJ(XFO#FTTPO%S+VEJUI"#MBOE
.S.ST5#PSSJ%POOB3#PXFO5PN,BUISZO#PZE.BSZ$ISJT#SBEMFZ#FSOJDF#SBOTGJFME
Claire Bransfield - Edward Chang$BSPM$ISJTUJBOTFO'SBODFT8BMMBDF$ISJTUJOF
3PCFSU$BSNFO$PMMJOT.BSJMZO$PVSU+PIO$SPOFO-JOEB#$SPXOPWFS+PBOOF%FWFSFBVY
+BNFT'%PVHIFSUZ1BUSJDJB%SFZFS+BOFU%SPTEJDL-BWJOB%TPV[B+FBO#SBZ3PCFSU%VGGFMM
3JDL&JMFFO%ZBT+FGGSFZ'BMLFOTUFJO+P"OO4BCBUJOP'BMLFOTUFJO&WFMZO#'JODL4POESB'MJUF
*SFOF +PIO,FOOFUI(B[EB%BOJFM$ZOUIJB(MBEJT,BUISZO(MBTFS5IF(SBOU.D,JFSOBO'BNJMZ
Ronald Grayzel%BOJFM.BSJMZO(SFFOCVSH)BSSJFU(SFFOTQBO(MPSJB(VJEB%PSJT(VMPUUB
The Ham-Lipshitz Family(SBDF)BNNFTGBIS%PSPUIZ)BOTFO"VESFZ)BOTTFS
Fred & Mary Hopke - Robert & Jean Hyde - Allison Insero - Helen Iskowitz - Melissa Israel
+PIO+FOOJOHT+VEZ8FJU[FM.S.ST.BSUJO+FTTFORichard Johnstone - Jessica Kaimo
Stephanie Kandel - Anastasia Kangos - Mary Kearns-Kaplan - James & Martha Keller - Barbara Kieser
Sang Kim4BMMZ%,JOZPO3JDIBSE)FMFO,MBXVOO+PIO,PTLPTLJ.BHEB/FMTPO-PVJT,VIO
1BUSJDJB-BHBZ.FMJTTB-BVFS%FOJTF8JMMJBNT.BSJMZO3VTTFM-BXZFS%BOJFM-FCBS-FXJT-FWZ
4VTBO&E-FWJOTPO#SFOEB-FXJTPing Li - Kathy & David Liss - Lillian L. Liss - Suzanne Manley
%BWJE4BSB.BSDVT$BSPM"OO.BSUJOF[Henry & Yvonne Maskin - Tara & Michael Matise
"OESFB(BSPGPMP.BZ4QFODFS.D-BOF"VESFZ7.JMMFS+PBO.JTUSPVHI%PSJT.PTLBM
4BOESB.PTT3FOB.VMMJO5IF/HVZFO'BNJMZ"VESFZ$/PZFT%PSPUIZ0CSPQUB1BUSJDJB1BJOUFS
-BXSFODF1BPOF4BFSZPO1BSL(SBDF$1IJMMJQTJonathon Schleif & Alisa Stevens
4BMMZ (BJM4UBO4MPCPEJFO3PTFNBSJF4DIXBS[NBO(SBDF4DIBDLOFZ#FO.BSDJ4NBMM
&MMFO4NFMBT'MPSFODF34QFDL)FMFO"4UBQMFZThe Suss Family - Sylvia Taylor
Cathy & Peter Tomolonis - Stuart & Susan Topper - Nancy Torok - Carla Trolaro - Annette Vasquez
&WFMZO,BSM8BIM%PNJOJD8BMLFS-BVSB8BMTIJO/JLLJ8BMUFS5IFSFTB8BSE
&MNFS$POTUBODF8BUFST"OO8BUUT%POBME+PZDF8FSOJL.S.ST3JDIBSE8PMGG
"NZ%BOZ8POH5IF8ZFU[OFS'BNJMZ5IF;BUPOTLJ'BNJMZ-JOEB;FZ
*OUFSJN%JSFDUPS"OO3PNBOUIFFOUJSF-JCSBSZ4UBGG
Special thanksUP%BWJE$PQQFSGJFMEGPSIJTHJGUPGUPXBSEUIFSFTUPSBUJPOPGUIFDIJMESFOTSPPN BOE
-JOEB#$SPXOPWFSGPSIFSHJGUPGGPSUIFQVSDIBTFPGBOBEEJUJPOBMQVCMJDBDDFTTDPNQVUFS
~ Karen Alexander, Trustee

Names in bold JOEJDBUFNFNCFSTXIPIBWFQBSUJDJQBUFEJOUIFJSFNQMPZFST.BUDIJOH(JGUTQSPHSBN
,I WKHUHDUHDQ\RPLVVLRQVRUHUURUVSOHDVHFRQWDFWXVDWIULHQGVRIPHWXFKHQOLEUDU\#JPDLOFRP
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Library Hours

5IF-JCSBSZIBTSFTVNFE8JOUFS)PVST
Monday-Thursday 10AMPM
Friday-Saturday 10AM - 5PM
Sunday 1PM - 5PM
ttt

8IFOJOEPVCU DIFDLJUPVU$BMMVTBU
*For a list of holiday closings, visit www.metuchennj.org/library_hours.html

Free Museum Passes
5IF'SJFOETPGGFS'3&&QBTTFTUPBMM.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZDBSEIPMEFST BTXFMMBT DBSEIPMEFSTGSPNUIF
Libraries of Middlesex Automation Consortium.
Passes are available to:
t The Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum:
http://www.intrepidmuseum.org
Library pass entitles free admission for six people total once per day

)PVST.' 4BU4VO
Final entry one hour prior to closing
t

The Children’s Museum of Manhattan: http://www.cmom.org
2 Library Passes available, each admitting people (1 adult + 3 children OR 2 adults + 2 children)
Hours: Tues/Sun, 10–5
$MPTFE/FX:FBST%BZ 'BMM4QSVDF6Q 5IBOLTHJWJOH%BZBOE$ISJTUNBT%BZ
t

The Morris Museum located in Morristown: http://www.morrismuseum.org
Library Pass entitles free admission for an entire family (up to 2 adults, 3 children).
)PVST8FET 'SJ 4BUo
5IVSo4VOEBZTo
Closed to the public on Mondays, Tuesdays, and major holidays.
For more information: http://www.metuchennj.org/museum_passes.htmlPSDBMMUIF-JCSBSZBU
5IJTHJGUXBTNBEFQPTTJCMFCZZPVSEPOBUJPOTUPUIF'SJFOETPGUIF.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZ

Save These Dates

Saturday, Oct 5, Annual Used Book Fair -JCSBSZ-BXO AM–3PM
Tuesday, October 15, Annual Friends Board Meeting and Author Event, 7PM

Thanks…

to our Consultants for the work they do all year:


.BSZ$ISJT#SBEMFZ
(SBQIJD"SUT/FXTMFUUFS
Jeanne Cowhey
Mailings


+PBOOF%FWFSFBVY
.FNCFSTIJQ


,BUIZ(MBTFS

1SJOUFS-JBJTPO


(SBDF4IBDLOFZ 
1VCMJDJUZ4VQQPSU
Barbara Smith
Office Supplies
Lee Liss
Museum Trips
Ada Reusch
Annual Meeting Support


-PVJT,VIO

#VJMEJOHTBOE(SPVOET

From the Children’s Room
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8F XPVME MJLF UP UBLF UIJT PQQPSUVOJUZ UP UIBOL UIF 'SJFOET PG UIF .FUVDIFO -JCSBSZ GPS TVQQPSUJOH PVS TVNNFS
SFBEJOHDMVC5IFUIFNFPGUIJTZFBST4VNNFS3FBEJOH$MVCXBT%JHJOUP3FBEJOH0VSNFOVPGQSPHSBNTJODMVEFE
TUPSZUJNFTGPSDIJMESFONPOUITZFBST CPPLSFWJFXDMVCTGPS,JOEFSHBSUFOUISPVHIUIHSBEF TUPSZUJNFBUUIF
Metuchen Pool, and craft programs.
8FIBEUXP5IVSTEBZNPSOJOHCPPLDMVCTXJUI.JTT(MZOJT BOEUXP0OFBOE%POFFWFOJOHCPPLDMVCTXJUI.ST
Young. For our Campbell School aged children, there were three Crafty Kids craft mornings with Mrs. Young.
8BDLZ8FEOFTEBZQSPHSBNTGFBUVSFE1VTTJO#PPUTQSFTFOUFECZ'BNJMZ4UBHFTBOE#PMMZXPPE
EBODJOHXJUI&YQMPSF*OEJB5XPPGB,JOEQSFTFOUFE*%JH3FBEJOHBOE1JDDJSJMMP4DJFODFUFMMJOH
QSFTFOUFEUIF#VHTPG#MBDLXPPEGPSPVS"GUFS%JOOFS"EWFOUVSFT
Our summer reading participants, including children and their special adults, logged many
IPVST PG SFBEJOH 1SJ[FT XFSF BXBSEFE BU EJGGFSFOU MFWFMT UFO IPVST PG SFBEJOH FBSOFE B QSJ[F
from the Prize Basket. Children who read 15 hours earned a collapsible water bottle, and earned
a raffle ticket for each additional five hours of reading recorded.
0VSQPQVMBSTVNNFSHBNFTSFUVSOFE8FEJE8PSEPGUIF8FFL 3FGFSFODF%FTLBOE2VFTU
(BNFQMBZFSTFBSOFE$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDFHJGUDFSUJGJDBUFT #BSOFTBOE/PCMF(JGUDBSET SFGFSFODFCPPLT BOEBMmanacs.
Thanks again for making our summer reading club a success!
~ Glynis Brookens, Childrens’ Librarian and June Young, Assistant Children’s Librarian

Award-winning Young Adult Author, Paul Volponi, to Visit the Metuchen Public Library
On Sunday, October 13th at 2PM,,UIF.FUVDIFO1VCMJD-JCSBSZXJMMLJDLPGG5FFO3FBE8FFL
with A Visit with Paul Volponi. He is the author of 11 novels for young adults, primarily in grades
 )F JT B XSJUFS  KPVSOBMJTU  BOE UFBDIFS MJWJOH JO /FX :PSL $JUZ  XIP GSPN  UP 
taught incarcerated teens on Rikers Island. That experience was the inspiration for his critically
acclaimed novels Black and White and Rikers High 'SPN  UP   7PMQPOJ UBVHIU UFFOT
recovering in drug treatment programs, inspiring his ALA award-winning novel Rooftop. But Mr. Volponi’s novels are
diverse and transcend labels such as time, place, ethnicity, race and gender. The author confronts issues that teens face
on their journey to adulthood—identity, prejudice, justice, courage and morality.
His works are highly relatable and current. The Final Four (2012) focuses on basketball and March Madness. Volponi
brings together four college players from different backgrounds in a single moment on the court. Part of the story is
told through a series of flashbacks that reveal the characters’ lives and motivations. The action on the court is enhanced
with newspaper articles, interviews and a play-by-play broadcast. In the introduction in the novel, the author writes:
“A major theme in the book is the hundreds of millions of dollars the real Final Four produces in revenues. None
of the money goes to the players, without whom there would be no NCAA Basketball Tournament.” Crossing Lines
(2011) takes place at suburban Central High, where a student (Alan) begins to explore his gender identity with clothes
and makeup. The novel is told from the point of view of Adonis, a varsity football player who strives to fit in with his
teammates, tries distancing himself from Alan, yet is forced to make tough choices when the bullying escalates.
The Author Visit is paid for by the Friends of the Metuchen Library. In anticipation of Volponi’s presentation, two
&OHMJTIDMBTTFTBU.FUVDIFO)JHI4DIPPMBSFSFBEJOHCrossing Lines. At Saint Joseph’s High School, the Book Club will
be reading The Final Four. Those students reading Volponi’s novels will be among the special guests at the event. The
Friends and the Metuchen Municipal Alliance have paid for a class set of books for Metuchen High School and for the
novels for St. Joe’s Book Club.
A Visit with Paul Volponi is a family event and all pre-teens, teens and parents are welcome to attend, along with
UFBDIFST TQPSUTGBOTBOEXSJUFST BOEUIPTFXIPXPSLXJUIBEPMFTDFOUT5IFBVUIPSTUBMLXJMMCFGPMMPXFECZB2VFTUJPO
and Answer session with the audience.
The titles mentioned in this article will be available for purchase at the event. Refreshments will be served, courtesy
PGUIF"MMJBODF'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO XSJUF,-JTT!-NYBDPSHPSDBMMUIF-JCSBSZPO
~ Katherine Liss, Young Adult Librarian

Fall Calendar of Events
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0RQGD\6HSWEdna Newby International Film Festival A Separation ,UDQ  PM
6DWXUGD\2FWAnnual Used Book FairAM–3PM5DLQGDWH2FW
6DWXUGD\2FWChildren’s Drop-in Craft$OODJHVPM
6XQGD\2FWA Visit With the Author, Paul VolponiPM
7XHVGD\2FWAnnual Friends Meeting & Local Author Event, 7PM
0RQGD\1RYEdna Newby International Film Festival The Sapphires $XVWUDOLD  PM
7XHVGD\1RYFriends Board Meeting 7PM
0RQGD\'HFEdna Newby International Film Festival The Matchmaker ,VUDHO  PM
7XHVGD\'HFTrip to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, AM

Employer Matching Gifts Can Double Your Contribution!

%PFT ZPVS FNQMPZFS QBSUJDJQBUF JO BO FNQMPZFF NBUDIJOH HJGU QSPHSBN  #Z QSPWJEJOH ZPVS FNQMPZFST
matching gift form with your donation, you can double your contribution to the Friends of the Metuchen
Library. Your employer, or your spouse’s, will send us a contribution for the same amount that you give,
dollar for dollar. Simply provide the completed form with your gift, and make at least the minimum
contribution required by the program. Some corporations will match gifts made by retirees. The entire
amount of dues plus gifts will be matched. Our web site includes a list of employers that we know participate:
http://www.fotml.org/join-the-friends.html. Not certain if your employer has this type of program? Contact
ZPVS)VNBO3FTPVSDFT%FQBSUNFOU
~ Alisa Schleif, Treasurer

Annual Used Book Fair October 5th, 9AM - 3PM
.BSLZPVSDBMFOEBSTGPSPVS"OOVBM6TFE#PPL'BJS 0DUPCFSUIUIFTBNFEBZBTUIF.FUVDIFO$PVOUSZ
'BJS4IPQQJOHTUBSUTBUAM on the lawn of the Library, so hurry in for the best selection.
ćFRVBMJUZPGEPOBUJPOTXBTIJHIUIJTZFBSTPNPTUCPPLTBSFDSJTQBOECSJHIU8FWFIFMEPVSQSJDFT
TUFBEZXJUIIBSEDPWFSTBUBOEQBQFSCBDLTBUa-PPLJOHGPSDIJMESFOTCPPLT (FUUIFSFFBSMZ UIFZTFMM
out fast.PWJFTBOEBVEJPCPPLT :FQ XFWFHPUAFNJO$%BOE%7%GPSNBUT7)4BOEDBTTFUUFUBQFT 8F
IBWFUIPTFUPP"OEEPOUGPSHFUUPDIFDLPVUUIFiVOJRVFwUBCMF XIFSFXFPČFSUIFCFTU PMEFTU TNBMMFTU 
and strangest books, all individually priced. This is a perfect opportunity to try a new author, read a classic,
or pick up a few Holiday gifts!
ćF'SJFOETBQQSFDJBUFUIFLJOEBTTJTUBODFPG-FXJT-FWZPG"2VJDL1SJOU GPSPODFBHBJOQSPWJEJOHUIF
outdoor sign announcing the sale. Friends, like Mr. Levy, keep our organization strong.
The Friends thank the community for their generous donations of books throughout the year.
/05&8FDBOOPUBDDFQUCPPLEPOBUJPOTGSPNOPXVOUJM/PWFNCFSTUBTXFQSFQBSFGPSUIF#PPL'BJS 
however, clean bags for use at the sale can be donated anytime!

Bringing You the World
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Have you always wanted to learn French, Hindi, Italian, Mandarin, or Thai?
8FMM .BOHP-BOHVBHFTJTIFSFUPIFMQZPVBDIJFWFUIBUHPBM
The Friends are pleased to announce that, thanks to a bequest by our former President,
Anthony Arlotto, we have funded a one-year subscription to the online Mango Languages
EBUBCBTF8JUIZPVS.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZDBSEJOIBOE ZPVDBODIPPTFGSPNPWFSMBOguages. Sharpen your conversational skills anywhere, anytime, using a personal computer
or a mobile device, all at no cost to you!
.BOHP-BOHVBHFTQVUTUIF#SBJOZ#PSPPOUIFXPSMENBQ(PXJMEXJUI.BOHPBOE
invite your family, friends and neighbors to join you in a language challenge!
To find the Mango Languages database:
(PUPhttp://www.metuchennj.org/e-resources.html. Scroll down and select “Mango Language CourseXBSFw&OUFSUIFCBSDPEFPOUIFCBDLPGZPVS.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZDBSEBOETFMFDUUIFCVUUPOi4UBSU-FBSOJOHw
*GZPVXPVMEMJLFUPLFFQUSBDLZPVSMFBSOJOHQSPHSFTT MPPLGPSi$SFBUFB1SPGJMFw&OUFSZPVSMJCSBSZCBScode number and establish an username and password.
If you are using a mobile device, just go to: http://www.mangolanguages.com/mobile-apps and get the free
Mango Library App for your iPhone or Android smartphone.
2VFTUJPOT +VTUDBMMUIF.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZBU  
~ Mary Kearns-Kaplan, Trustee and Webmaster

The Metropolitan Museum Of Art Trip

The Friends of the Metuchen Library’s trip will be to the Metropolitan Museum in New York City will take
QMBDF5VFTEBZ %FDFNCFS *OBEEJUJPOUPUIFNVTFVNT"OOVBM$ISJTUNBT5SFFBOE#BSPRVF$SFDIF
and permanent collection there will be several special exhibits, including the following:
t.FEJFWBM5SFBTVSFTGSPN)JMEFTIFJN
t*OUFSXPWFO(MPCFćF8PSMEXJEF5FYUJMF5SBEF o
tćF"NFSJDBO8FTUJO#SPO[F o
t"SUJTUTBOE"NBUFVST &UDIJOHJO&JHIUFFOUI$FOUVSZ'SBODF
t&JHIUFFOUI$FOUVSZ1BTUFMT
0VSCVTXJMMMFBWFGSPN-JCSBSZ1MBDFJO.FUVDIFOQSPNQUMZBUAM but our “adventurers” must be on the
CVTCZAMUPBDDFTTUIF&YQSFTTCVTMBOFPOUJNF TPQMFBTFBSSJWFFBSMZ4USFFUQBSLJOHXJMMCFBWBJMBCMF
on Library Place.
$PTUGPSUIFUSJQJT XIJDIJODMVEFTUSBOTQPSUBUJPO HSBUVJUZGPSUIFESJWFS BOEFOUSZGFFUPUIFNVTFVN
Lunch can be purchased in the museum at the cafeteria or the pricier full-service restaurant. Audio earphones
BSFBWBJMBCMFGPS:PVDBOMFBWFZPVSQFSTPOBMJUFNTPOUIFCVTXIJMFBUUIFNVTFVN1BZNFOUJTEVFCZ
November 22nd, and made by check or money order, payable to Friends of the Metuchen Library and bring
it to the front desk of the Library. No cash and no refunds. If you can’t make it, we encourage you to sell
unused tickets to people on the waiting list. There are no discounts for members of the Museum.
The return trip from New York City leaves promptly at 3PM, so check your watches and be on the bus by
2VFTUJPOT 1MFBTFDBMMUIF-JCSBSZBU
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Did You Know…

yUIF.FUVDIFO-JCSBSZJTTVQQPSUFECZTFWFSBMTPVSDFT CVUNBOBHFECZPOF
The Borough of Metuchen is the main source of financial support. By state law it is required to allocate a
percentage of tax revenue toward maintaining the library. The mayor and council, appoint the Library Board
PG5SVTUFFT$VSSFOUNFNCFSTBSF&MJ[BCFUI8BMESPO 1SFTJEFOU &MMFO(SFFOCFSH -JOEB,PTLPTLJ .BSJPO
O’Connell, Caitlin Mollison, Laura Stibich, and Kelly Jacques. Peter Cammarano serves as Liason to the
$PVODJM BOE1BUSJDJB(MBWFSFQSFTFOUTUIF#PBSEPG&EVDBUJPO5IFJSNFFUJOHT IFMEPOUIFTFDPOE5VFTEBZ
of the month are open to the public. A member of the Friends of the Library often attends to keep abreast of
the board’s goals and plans.
It is the trustees’ job to manage the legal and operational needs of the library, and this year will select
its next director. In addition to the allocation from the Town, it is the library director’s job to secure any
BWBJMBCMFTUBUFGVOEJOHGPSXIJDI.FUVDIFOJTFMJHJCMF BOEUIFOEFTJHOBCVEHFU8JUIGBMMJOHQSPQFSUZWBMVFT
and a tight state budget, allocations to the library have decreased over the past few years.
The Friends of the Metuchen Library—a separate organization from the Council appointed Library
Board—are an additional source of financial support. The Friends also has a board of directors, and its
meetings, held on the third Tuesday of each month, are open to the public. Likewise, members of the Library
Board of Trustees sometimes attend the Friends meetings to better coordinate plans. A registered non-profit
in New Jersey, the Friends are a 501(c)(3) recognized by the IRS as a non-profit entity. This allows us to
raise funds, hold money in bank accounts, and disburse it to enhance services at the library by providing
programming and collections, that go beyond the core services the library provides.
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language courses, and free or discounted museum passes. The Friends also supply services that help the
library increase its reach: delivery to the homebound, care of the gardens and indoor plants, help with recycling, and most notably the Annual Book Fair and ongoing lobby book sale.
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more closely than ever to optimize the library’s resources.
So now you know—if you’re already a Friend of the Metuchen Library, please stay with us. Your dues and
volunteer hours make our support of the library possible. If not, please consider joining “The Friends.” You
can obtain a membership form at the library circulation desk, or visit our website and download the form
there. You can even pay your dues through PayPal. Join with us today, and add your contribution to our long
history of service and community enrichment.
~ Kathryn Glaser, Past Recording Secretary
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